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ABSTRACT
The College of Extended Learning Online Registration
System C# Version (CELRS-C#) is a Web-based application 
that helps the CSUSB College of Extended Learning Staff to 
process registration requests for prospective students. 
Instead of registering prospective students by mail and 
phone, CELORS-C# provides an alternate way for students to 
register courses online 24/7. CELORS-C# also contains 
functions that will help staff with quarterly course 
listing tasks. Furthermore, CELORS-C# has an encrypted 
payment validation function. It will assist staff with 
validating students' payment without leaking personal 
payment information.
This project is a revision of a previous version of 
College of Extended Learning Online Registration System. 
The previous version of CELORS has been used by College of 
Extended Learning as of March 2007. The difference between 
the previous CELORS and CELORS-C# is that the previous 
CELORS is coded in JAVA but CELORS-C# is coded in C#. Also, 
CELORS-C# has a different interface and a new encrypted 
payment process Windows application.
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1.1 Purpose of This Project
The purpose of this project is to provide staffs and 
future students at College of Extended Learning a web based 
interface to process course registration online. This 
system is called College of Extended Learning Online 
Registration System C# (CELORS-C#). CELORS-C# does not only 
helps staff create and manage college of extended Learning 
(CEL) course information quarterly, but also gives students 
a choice to register courses online.
Another purpose of this project is for me to write the 
whole project in the C# language, which is a new language 
for me. By working on this project, I will have the chance 
to learn the C# language, .Net environment, Internet 
Information Service (IIS), Microsoft SQLServer, and XHTML. 
These languages and systems are one of the most popular web 
development technologies at present.
1
1.2 History of Project
The College of Extended Learning ('CEL) offers hundreds 
of personal and professional development courses throughout 
the year to thousands of individuals, institutions,
i
organizations, and industries. A potential student must
I
first register appropriate courses and pay the registration
i
fees. i
A Web-based online registration system will provide an
i
additional channel for students to register courses online.
Originally, CELORS was a project created by Rick Pallow and 
!
Darrion DeMelo in 2005. CELORS web application was created 
with the Java language, MySQL database, ^nd Tomcat web 
server. Currently, CELORS is run by the 'College of Extended 
Learning to process their online registrations.
This project is to create a C#.NET based CELORS
Iapplication called CELORS-C#. CELORS-C# will also add new
I
functions such as cloning new quarters, encrypting payment 




1.3 Definitions of Terms
Table 1 displays the definition of terms that will be 
used at this document.
2
Table 1. Definition of Terms
Term Definition
.NET A framework for ASP.NET programming.
ASP Active Server Page. A dynamic web page.
Admin CEL Administrator user who manages CEL 
staff user information.
C# A programming language which can be 
used in ASP.NET web page.
Cashier CEL cashier user who manages the online 
payment process.
CEL College of Extended Learning.
CELORS-C# College of Extended Learning Online
Registration System C# Version.
Content Manager CEL content manager user who manages 
the content of the CEL website.
CSUSB California State University, San
Bernardino.
DB A database.
Director CEL director user who has access to all
CELORS-C# functions.
Firefox A web browser.
3
IE Internet Explorer, a web browser.
IIS Internet Information Services. A web 
server.
Java Script Client side web development scripting 
language.
PDF Portable Document Format.
00 Object Oriented.
ODC Open Database Connection.
PPWA Payment Process Windows Application. It 
is the payment process program we use 
in CELORS-C#.
SQL Structured Query Language. A language 
that is used to manipulate database 
data.
URL Universal Resource Locator.
VS Visual Studio.





In this chapter, I will describe the requirements of 
the project, which were set by California State University 
of San Bernardino Computer Science professors Dr. David 
Turner, Dr. Ernesto Gomez, and Dr. Kerstin Voigt. I will 
discuss CELORS-C# by its functionalities, interfaces, and 
intent of each web page in this chapter.
2.2 Project Perspective
Physically, the CELORS-C# project files are located in 
a web server machine. CELORS-C# database data are saved in 
a MS-SQL database server machine. Both web server and 
database server machines are hosted by the landl.com 
company. After the project is compiled locally, the 
compiled code will be uploaded to the landl.com web server. 
To connect to the CELORS-C# system at landl.com web server, 
the user will need to type the URL
http://s!31352453.onlinehome.us/Default1.htm in a web 
browser. Then user will be able to access the home page of 
CELORS-C#.
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The CELORS-C# Payment Processing Windows application 
(PPWA) is a Windows application that will be used on a 
local machine to process payments. The application source 
file is also available on the project CD.
2.3 System Architecture
In Figure 1, we can see that the CELORS-C# application 
is a host on an IIS server. The IIS server uses Open 
Database Connectivity (ODBC) to communicate with a MS-SQL 
server to access database information. IIS server also uses 
the HTTP protocol to send web pages to the user's browser. 
The IIS server communicates with an SMTP email server 
through Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) to send email.
6
Figure 1. System Architecture
2.4 User Interfaces
Figures 2 to 6 are the use case diagrams that represent
each different user.
7
Figure 2. Student Use Case Diagram
Figure 3. Admin Use Case Diagram
8
Figure 4. Cashier Use Case Diagram
Figure 5. Content Manager Use Case Diagram
9
Figure 6. Director Use Case Diagram
2.5 Hardware Interfaces
The only hardware interface CELORS-C# will use is a
USB pen drive. The pen drive will be used to save copies of 
encrypted payment data from the CELORS-C# web server in 
order to transfer the data to a PC with a payment data 
decryption application called the Payment Processing Window 
Application (PPWA). The PC should not have any network 
connection for the security reason. Encrypted payment data 




User's machine will need to install a web browser in 
order to access CELORS-C#. CELORS-C# has been tested and 
known to work with both Microsoft Internet Explorer 7.0 and 
Mozilla FireFox 2.0. For running Payment Process Window 
Application (PPWA)f a Windows XP operating system is 
required.
2.7 Communication Interfaces
CELORS-C# will require an internet access for the 
communication interface. PPWA will not require any internet 
access.
2.8 Product Functions
The main function of CELORS-C# is to provide a Web 
based version of the application to CSUSB College of 
Extended Learning (CEL) for student registration and course 
schedule maintenance. CEL staff can use CELORS-C# to build 
online course schedules for each quarter. Functions include 
management of courses, discounts, and parking fees and 
payment processing. Once a course schedule is built, 
student users can register for courses online through the 
CELORS-C# website. CELORS-C# also provides a function to 
11
simulate an online credit card payment processing system. 
Details of these functions are discussed at chapter Three.
2.9 User Characteristics
There are five different user types at CELORS-C#. They 
are administrator, director, content manager, cashier, and 
student. All five users are required to know how to use 
either Internet Explorer or FireFox web browser before they 
start using this application.
The administrator user has only one task that is to 
maintain staff accounts. The administrator user should have 
basic knowledge of user account management. Also, the 
administrator should be able to modify accounts on request 
and keep all user account information confidential.
The director user is a staff who has full authority of 
the staff section at CELORS-C#. Therefore, the director 
should be familiar with all functions of CELORS-C# and know 
every detail of this software. The director can be a 
trained manager at CEL or a staff with good knowledge of 
CELORS-C#.
The Content manager is a staff member who translates 
the hard copy of class schedules into web based data for 
the CELORS-C# web system. Basically, the content manager's 
12
job is to key in course data into the database through 
CELORS-C#, and sometimes to make necessary changes to 
existing course information. This person can be CEL staff 
or a part time CEL employee.
The cashier user is the one who will process CELORS-C# 
online payment through the phone. The cashier will need to 
know how to download encrypted online payment from CELORS- 
C# to a USB drive and bring the USB drive to the isolated 
(not on a network) PC that has the payment decryption 
application installed. Also, the cashier should have 
knowledge of how to process a credit card payment with a 
credit card company by phone.
The student user is a person who is interested in 
registering for CEL courses online. The person should have 
basic knowledge of how to use a web browser in order to use 
CELORS-C#.
2.10 External Interfaces
The external interface of CELORS-C# consists of self 
contained, simple, and user friendly ASP.NET web pages. 
Each page contains one or more functions and is displayed 
as an easy-to-use user interface.
13
The CELORS-C# web application interface is divided 
into four different sections: admin pages, staff pages, 
student registration pages, and payment process pages. From 
Figure 7, we can have a clear idea of how the CELORS-C# 
interface is managed. Each page in Figure 7 will be 
discussed as a system interface in the following sections.
Figure 7. College of Extended Learning Online 
Registration Web Page Map
14
2.11 Admin Page Interface
2.11.1 Admin Interface
As shown in Figure 8, the admin user can search, add, 
modify, and remove a staff account at this admin page 
interface. The admin interface will allow the admin user to 
add a new staff after entering the new staff's first name, 
last name, email address, user name, password, confirm 
password, and position. After the admin user clicks the 
"Add" button, the system will add new staff information 
into database. Also, the admin user can click the "Send 
Email notification" check box to send the new staff an 
















Figure 8. Admin Main Page
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After new staff data is input into the database, the 
admin user can search the staff data by either inputting 
the staff's first name, last name, and/or user name as a 
search key in the "Search for staff" section. Also, by 
checking the "List All" checkbox, the search key becomes 
and all staffs will be listed. After a search query is 
properly input, press "Search" button. Then a list of staff 
will show up at bottom of the admin page.
Figure 9 shows the search result of all staffs. The 
result is listed in a table that is generated by a Data 
Grid. The first two columns of each row provide two links: 
"Select" and "Delete". If the user clicks the "Select" link, 
the right-hand side of the "Update Staff Profile" section 
will be enabled as shown in Figure 9. Once "Update Staff 
Profile" section is enabled, the selected staff information 
will show in the "Update Staff Profile" section text boxes. 
The admin user need not retype every piece of staff 
information: only data that needs to be modified. After the 
admin user finishes modifying the new staff data, the admin 
clicks "Update" to update selected staff data into the 
database. To delete a staff record from database, click 
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Figure 9. Admin Main Page with Search and Update Panel
2.12 Staff Main Page Interface
Staff main page contains links to each staff function.
As we can see in Figure 10, there are 12 different
functions in this page, and these functions are everything
the staff user needs for managing CELORS-C#. These 12
functions will be introduced in sections 2.12.1 to 2.12.15.
Also, the staff main page will display the functions that
the login staff can access. If the staff is a Director
















Figure 10. Staff Main Page
2.12.1 Create Quarter Page Interface
In Figure 11, staff (manager or director) can create a 
new quarter for the college of extended learning at this 
page. To create a new quarter, select quarter from drop 
down list then type in year for the quarter. After that, 
click the "Create" button to add a new quarter into 
database.
There is one more option to create a new quarter that 
is to create a new quarter by cloning an existing quarter 
as shown in figure 12. After clicking the "Clone an
18
existing quarter" checkbox, another quarter drop down list 
that contains all existing quarters will be displayed at 
the bottom of the original quarter drop down list. To clone 
a quarter, input a new quarter and year that the user wants 
to create. Then the user specifies an existing quarter as 
the source of a clone quarter from the drop down list. 
After both new quarter and clone source quarter are 
selected, click "Create" button to clone a quarter. One 
more thing about the quarter is that a quarter is the root 
of a course schedule. Therefore, the quarter has to be 
created in order to create categories, topics, or courses.
Create Quarter
Create a new quarter:
Quarter:
□ Clone an existing quarter




Create a new quarter:
Quarter: Fall Year: 2008 Create ]
0 Clone an existing quarter
Quarter: Fall 2007 Create
Figure 12. Create Quarter Page with Clone Function
2.12.2 Create Category Page Interface
From Figure 13, we can see this interface contains a 
function that creates categories in a specified quarter. 
After selecting the specified quarter from a drop down list 
then enter category name at a category name textbox. By 
clicking the "Add Category" button, the selected quarter 
and input category will be linked and saved to database. 
One thing about the quarter drop down list is that quarters 
that list a drop down list are synchronized with the 





Select Quarter: Winter 2008
Name:
Add Category
Figure 13. Create Category Page
2.12.3 Create Topic Page Interface
Same as the create category, the user can select a 
quarter and category from the drop down lists. These 
quarters and categories are synchronized with the database. 
After selecting the quarter and category, the user can add 
a topic by entering a topic name in the textbox then click 
the "add topic" button. See Figure 14 for the interface 
detail.
21










2.12.4 Create Course Page Interface
Create course page is an interface for the user to 
create a course. First, select an existing quarter from the 
drop down list. Second, select an existing category from 
the drop down list. Third, select an existing topic from 
the drop down list. Then finish the rest of the required 
information for the course. One thing that needs to be 
mentioned is the schedule control. Instead of inputting the 
dates by key in, the user can use the schedule control to 
enter date by clicking the date on the schedule control. 
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Figure 15. Create Course Page
2.12.5 Edit Quarter, Category, and Topic Page Interface
As we can see in Figure 16, there are three drop down 
lists in this page. The first drop down list is for quarter 
selection. The second one is for category selection. The 
last one is for topic selection. Each drop down list has an 
"Edit" button next to it. The "Edit" button next to the 
quarter drop down list contains functions for modifying a 
selected quarter.
23




Figure 16. Edit Quarter, Category, and Topic Page
After the user selects a topic from the drop down list 
and clicks the "Edit" button next to the topic drop down 
list, two links and one label will show up at the bottom of 
the page. The two links are "Edit" and "Delete" links. The 
name below the "Topic" label is the topic name that the 
user just selected. If the user clicks the edit link, the 
selected topic name will be replaced by a textbox with the 
topic name in it as shown in Figure 17. Once the user 
enters a new topic name in the textbox and presses the 
update link, the original topic name will be updated to the 
new topic name in the database. Also, if the user wants to 
delete a selected topic, it can be done by simply clicking
24
the delete link. The quarter and category can be edited and 
deleted the same way.
One important point about deleting an item here is 
that deleting the root item will affect items that are 
associated with it. For example, if a quarter is deleted, 
then categories and topics that are associated with that 
quarter will be removed, too.
Edit Quarter. Category, and Topic.
Topic
Update Cancel Delete Business 1
Figure 17. Update Quarter, Category, and Topic
2.12.6 Edit Course Page Interface
After the user inputs quarter, category, and topic from 
the drop down lists, the course information will be filled 
in each input box as shown in Figure 18. By modifying each 
input box, the user can change the course information.
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After clicking the "Update" button, all changes will apply 
to this particular course data in the database. The 
"Delete" button provides functionality to delete this 
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Figure 18. Edit Course Page
2.12.7 Discount Page Interface
First of all, there are three kinds of discounts at
CELORS-C#: Advertising, Membership, and Multi-Course 
discounts. Each discount will be discussed in the following 
sections. These discounts will be applied to the student's 
26
tuition total amount in the student registration page, 
which will be discussed in the student registration page 
section.
As we can see in Figure 19 and Figure 20, the discount 
main page has search, edit, and create a discount functions 
in one page. On the left side of Figure 20, it shows the 
result of existing advertising discount after the user 
selects a quarter, discount, and then presses the search 
button. There are "Edit" and "Delete" links on the left 
side of each search result. Clicking the "Delete" link will 
remove the selected discount from the database. By clicking 
the "Edit" link, the user can modify the selected discount.
On the right hand side of the discount main page, 
there are three radio buttons: "Add advertising discount" 
button, "Add membership discount" button and "Add multi­
course discount" button. Each radio button is designed to 
display an associated discount. Creating these three 
discounts will be described in sections 2.12.8 to 2.12.11.
27
Search and edit a discount Create Discount
Fall 2007 Advertising Discount Search @ Add advertising discount 
(applys to all courses)
O Add membership dicount 
(applys to all courses)
O Add multi-course discount 
(applys to specified courses)
Figure 19. Course Discount Main Page
Summer 2007 [*J Advertising Discount
Edit Delete Adv discounts !5.5
O Add advertising discount 
(applys to all courses)
O Add membership dicount 
(applys to all courses)
O Add multi-course discount 
(applys to specified courses)
Figure 20. Course Discount Search Function
2.12.8 Create Discounts Page Interface
As shown in Figure 21 from left to right, there are 
three different discounts, which are: add advertising 
discount, add membership discount, and add multi-course 
discount. Only one discount will be shown after the 
corresponding radio button is clicked in the discount main 
page. For adding an advertising discount, the user will
28
input quarter, name, discount code, and discount percentage 
or discount amount. After the user clicks the "Add" button, 
an advertising discount will be added to the database.
However, the new advertising discount is not activated. The 
user will have to go to the discount and activate it to 
make the new discount valid. We will discuss it in the next 
section.
It is a very similar task to add membership discounts. 
The only difference between these two discounts is that a 
membership discount doesn't need a discount code.
For adding the multi-course discount, the user will 
need to input all course numbers that are going to be set 
as multi-course discounts. For example if course number 
B201 and course number B202 are in the multi-course 
discount group, then the student will need to register both 
B201 and B202 to get the multi-course discount.
One more thing about the discounts is that only one 
discount will be applied to the student's tuition amount. 
If two discounts are available, the discount that provides 
higher reduction in cost will be applied to the total 
amount.
29
Create Discount Create Discount Create Discount
0 Add advertising discount 
(applys to aD courses)
O Add membership dicomit 
(applys to all courses)
O Add multi-course discount
(applys to all courses)
® Add membership dicount
(applys to all courses) 
OAdd multi-course discount
O Add advertising discount 
(applys to oil courses) 
'O Add membership diconnt 
(applys to all courses)
® Add multi-course discount

















Figure 21. Create Discounts
2.12.9 Edit Advertising Discount Page Interface
The user can search a discount by entering quarter and 
discount type as shown in Figure 22. After the user clicks 
the "edit" button for an advertising discount, a form that 
contains functions for editing advertising discounts will 
be shown. The user can change the name, percentage of 
discount, amount of discount, discount quarter, discount 
year, activation status, and discount code in this form.
30
However, the user can only select either percentage 
discount or specified dollar amount for a discount.
The Activate and Deactivate radio button control the 
activation status of the discount. If the activate button 
is selected, the discount is valid for the quarter. If the 
deactivate button is selected, then the discount is not 
going to work.
The discount code is made of three digits plus a two 
digit number. After a student receives the discount code 
from a newspaper or any kind of advertising material, the 
student can apply the code in the student registration 
pages for the advertising discount.
31
Search and edit a discount Create Discount
| SearchAdvertising Discount feWinter 2008 O Add advertising discount 
(applys to all courses)
O Add membership dicount 
(applys to all courses)
O Add multi-course discount 







Figure 22. Edit a Membership Discount
2.12.10 Edit Membership Discount Page Interface
As shown in Figure 23, a form for membership discount 
editing appears after the user clicks the "Edit" link in 
the membership discount search result. The logic of 
membership discount is similar to advertising discount, 
which was described in the previous section. The only 
difference is that students don't have to input a code to 
claim a discount. However, students may need to provide 
evidence of the discount membership to CEL staff to get the 
discount.
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Search and edit a discount Create Discount
aiiu
Winter 2008 [J| Membership Discount
P^reentttniouiiUMiihFWi
Edit Delete lAAA member [10 0 '0
O Add advertising discount 
(applys to all courses)
O Add membership dicount 
(applys to all courses)
O Add multi-course discount 







Figure 23. Edit an Advertisement Discount
2.12.11 Edit Multi-Course Discount Page Interface
In the multi-course discount editing page, the user 
will need to input more than one course to set up this 
discount. After a student registers courses that are in a 
multi-course discount, the multi-course discount will 
automatically apply to the tuition. Figure 24 is the multi­
course page interface.
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Search and edit a discount Create Discount
| MultiCourse Discount [ -6 (Search |
DiscoiintDiscouufiliBRU
10 |0 -0
O Add advertising discount 
(applys to ail courses)
O Add membership dicount 
(applys to all courses)
O Add. multi-course discount 







Figure 24. Edit a Multi-Course Discount
2.-12.12 Parking Permit Page Interface
As shown in Figure 25, staff .can set up parking permit 
fees by selecting a quarter from a drop down list and then 
inputting both daily parking fee and quarterly parking fee 
in the form. After the staff clicks the "add" button, the 













□ Edit Parking permits
Figure 25. Parking Permit Page Interface
In Figure 26, we see that the "Edit Parking permit" 
checkbox is checked, and it is why a new form displays at 
bottom of the page. The new form is actually a form for 
parking permit, fee editing. The staff can change an 
existing parking permit fee by selected a quarter from the 
new drop down list. After a quarter is selected, the new 
daily parking and quarter parking textbox will be filled 
with a number that represents the original parking fee from 
the selected quarter. The staff will have a chance to check 





















, .Update r Delete' -Cancel
Figure 26. Edit Parking Permit Page Interface
2.12.13 View Payment Page Interface
The view payment page is similar to the search and edit 
page, which we discussed in the previous sections. Staff 
can search for payment information by using either the 
payment submission date or the payment processing date as a 
search query. Also, staff can add three more search 
conditions to the search query: Student ID, First Name, and 
Last Name.
After staff receives the payment search result from the 
database, it will look like Figure 27. As we can see in the 
figure, there are two checkboxes for staff to choose: 
"Paid" and "Declined". Before one of two payment's checkbox
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is clicked, the payment is in "Waiting" status, which means 
the payment is not yet processed. If a payment's "Paid" 
checkbox is selected and "updated" button is clicked, the 
status of the payment will be updated to "Paid".
Search a payment:
© Payment submit date: 




Jan |v. 118 H 2007






6/25/2007 7:33:45 ’1/1/190012:00:00 L, ...
216 PM !AM -Waiting 24
‘ ■6/25/2007 7:44:36 '5/5/2008 3:32:01 . .
221 Accepted lb
Figure 27. View Payment Page Interface
2.12.14 Edit Profile Page Interface
Staff can change their own personal information in this 
page. From figure 28, we can see that all staff information 
is shown in different textboxes. Once the staff user makes 
changes in any textbox and then presses the "update" 
button, the new changes will be saved into database. It 
means the staff's information will be updated, too.
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EditProfile
Figure 28. Edit Profile Page Interface
2.12.15 Set Quarter Page Interface
Set quarter page has only one function which is to 
activate a quarter for CEL from a list of quarters. After a 
quarter is selected, click "Set this quarter as current 
quarter" button. Then the student registration pages will 
display only the courses that are associated with the 
current quarter. The set up quarter page is shown in Figure 
29.
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2.13 Student Page Interface
2.13.1 Category and Topic Page Interface
In figure 30, we can see how the course categories and 
topics are listed in the category and topic page. Each 
course topics are listed below their category. Those 
categories and topics are created by staff. Also, those 
categories and topics are associated with the current 
quarter. If the current quarter changes, the categories and 
topics in this page will be changed, too. For how to set up 
the current quarter and how to create quarters, categories, 
and topics, see the previous staff sections.
Each topic in category and topic page provides a link, 
and the link will bring student user to a course page. That 














Figure 30. College of Extended Learning Category Page
2.13.2 Course Page Interface
After the student clicks the topic link, the student 
will be redirected to a course page in which all courses 
that are associated with the selected topic are listed. The 
following course information will be shown in this page: 
course number, course name, course unit, course date, 
course time, course starts date, course registration due 
date, and course fee. Check Figure 31 for details.
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Figure 31. Course Page
To add a course to the shopping cart, click, the "Add 
to Cart" button, which is located on the left-hand side of 
each listed course. Then student can check their selected 
courses in the shopping cart page by clicking the "Shopping 
Cart" button. The shopping cart function will be discussed 
in the next section. There are two ways to remove courses 
from the shopping cart. The first one is to go to the 
shopping cart page and remove courses by clicking "Remove" 
button at the courses student wants to remove. The second 
way is to remove the courses by clicking the "Remove" 
button in the course page as shown in Figure 32.
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| Go Back ] | Shopping Cart |
Course # Course Name Unit Day Time Course Begins Registration Deadline Fee
| Remove. | 305 Professional Business 1 4 MW9AMtollAM 5/2/2007 5/1/2007 300
| Add to Cart | 306 Professional Business 2 4 MW 9AMto 11AM 5/2/2007 5/1/2007 400
Figure 32. Adding a Course to Shopping Cart
Each course name is shown as a link. Each course name 
link is linked to a pop up page where the course detail 
information is listed. Please see Figure 33.
Figure 33. Course Detail Pop up Page
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2.13.3 Shopping Cart Page Interface
In the shopping cart page, the student can see courses 
information, total course units, and total cost of the 
courses. The student can remove courses from the shopping 
cart by clicking the "Remove" button for any unwanted 
courses. To check out the courses, click the "Check out" 















3004 MW 9AMto 11AM
| Remove ] 306 Professional Business 2 4 MW 9AMto 11AM 5/2/2007 5/1/2007 400
Figure 34. Shopping Cart Page
2.13.4 Registration Form Page Interface
After the student clicks the "check out" button in the
shopping cart page, the user will be redirected to a 
registration form page as shown in Figure 35. In this page, 
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the student will need to fill out the form in order to go 
to next step. For each textbox that has a red asterisk next 
to it will require the student to enter a value. If any of 
the required textboxes doesn't have input data, an error 
message will show up next to the textbox, and the student 
will not be able to go to next page until all the required 
textboxes are filled with valid data. After all information 
is filled properly, the student can go to next page which 




























Daytime Phone # |909-803-7020




Date of birth: | June HlPMj 
Have you attended this university @ Q * 
before?
If yes, did you take OYeq(BNQ
Extension/Osher classes only?
*
Figure 35. Registration Form Page
2.13.5 Discount and Parking Fee Page Interface
After students successfully finish the registration 
form and then click the "Next" button, the browser will 
direct users to the discount and parking fee page as shown 
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in Figure 36. Students can select either advertising 
discount or membership discount. To add an advertising 
discount, students only need to input five digits of the 
advertising discount code. For membership discount, 
students can use the drop down list and select a proper 
discount. However, students will need to provide evidence 
of membership by email or mail to CEL after the online 
registration to receive the discount.
Membership discount: Adv discount
Advertising discount: |
Parking:
O Daily Parking Pass [ _ _ |
@ Osher Lifelong Learning Institute Parking Pass(Palm Desert Campus Only 
(Parking passes are not required at La Quinta and Palm Springs locations.) 
ONo Parking Pass
[ f Adddiscount andparking
Figure 36. Discount and Parking Permit Page
There are three selections for parking permit: daily 
parking permit, quarterly parking permit, and no parking 
permit. Unlike a discount, the student has to choose one 
and only one parking permit method by clicking one of the 
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three radio buttons. Selecting "daily parking permit" radio 
button will allow user to purchase numbers of daily parking 
permit in the quarter. Selecting "quarter parking permit" 
radio button will allow user to purchase a fixed price 
permit. No parking permit radio button means students do 
not want to pay for parking permit at this moment. After 
the discount and parking permit selections are entered 
properly, the student will need to click "Add discount and 
parking fee" button to calculate the final tuition fee.
In Figure 37, we can see course fee, discount, parking 
fee, and sub total of the tuition. Those numbers are 
calculated right after the "Add discount and parking fee 
button" is clicked. Now, students have the idea of how much 
is the cost of the tuition before they go to next step.
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Membership discount: | Adv discount!
Parking:
Advertising discount:
© Osher Lifelong Learning Institute Parking Pass(Palm Desert Campus Only 
(Parking passes are not required at La Quinta and Palm Springs locations.)
ONo Parking Pass





| Go Back 11 Next
Figure 37. Discount and Parking Permit with Total
2.13.6 Payment Page Interface
In the payment page, the student's personal 
information, course information, and amount due are listed 
as shown in Figure 38. A credit card information request 
form is listed in the bottom of the page. Once the student 
enters the credit card information, the student can click 
the "Submit Payment" button to pay the tuition. Then the 




I Name: Chai-Ching Tsai
■ Address: 123 Fake street3211
■ City: Santa Clara
; State: California
! Country: United States
i Phone number: 909-803-7020
• Email ttsail@gmaiLcom
1 Course # Course Name Unit Fee
! 305 Professional Business 1 4 300
J 306 Professional Business 2 4 400
1
Payment





Credit Card Type: © VISA O Master
Card holder name: Chai-Ching Tsai
Card number: 4444222233331111
Expiration Date: Jan [v] 2010 jv]
SID 321
| Go Back 11 Submit Payment j
Figure 38. Payment Page
2.13.7 Payment Confirmation Page Interface
After students submit a payment, a receipt will be 
generated by CELORS-C# in the payment confirm page as shown 
in Figure 39. The payment confirmation number is an unique 
number that will be used to identify payments. The payment 
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confirmation number will be used by both cashier and 
students as a tracking number of students' payments.
Figure 39. Payment Confirm Page





■ # Course Name Unit Fee
I "











I Toal units: 8
1
> Course fee:i 700








At payment confirmation page, the course information 
section contains registered courses and tuition payment. At 
bottom of the page, there is a "Print This Page" link. 
After the student clicks the link, the content of the page 
will be printed out.
An email will be sent to the student's email account 
once the student reaches the payment confirm page. The 
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email will look like Figure 40. Also, the student's email 
account is the email address that the student entered in 
the registration form.




Your Payment Confirmation # is 148
Thank you for your payment of $688,5
| Here are the courses you registered:
| Course Num: 305










Professional Business 2 
4
$400
Figure 40. Payment Confirmation by Email
2.14 Payment Process Window Application Interface
Payment Process Windows Application (PPWA) is a tool to 
read encrypted credit card payment file that is generated 
by CELORS-C# web system. This application doesn't require 
internet connection. Installing this application in a PC 
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without an internet connection will also prevent payment 
information from leaking out to the Internet.
As we can see in the left side of Figure 41, there are 
two encrypted credit card numbers and other payment 
information in the "data2.txt" file. This file is the 
payment information we download from CELORS-C# website.
On the right hand side of Figure 41 is the PPWA 
application. After we click the "Open File" in the 
application menu, an open file dialog will pop up. The user 
can use the open file dialog to find the encrypted payment 
file at their local machine or a pen drive. After the 
encrypted payment file is imported to PPWA, the encrypted 
credit card numbers will be decrypted as show in Figure 41.
Every column in the PPWA will be filled with payment 
information except the "Status" column. The Status column 
can only be filled with an "Accepted" or "Denied" value 
that can be done by clicking the "Accepted" or the "Denied" 
radio button after user selects a payment. The status of a 
credit card payment can only be changed after a cashier 
user finishes the credit card payment verification by phone. 
After every credit card payment status is set, the "Print" 
button will be enabled. Clicking the "Print" button will 
print out only student ID and payment status. The encrypted
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Student ID 1 ». Name - Card ' Number Expiration ■n SID i Tuition Status w
11111111 Chai-Ching VISA 11111222233334444 Jan 2007 | 321 i 200 1'
22222222 " George Tsai ■ VISA 1111222233334444 .Jan2Q07 j'321 1 300 : ’ _ _ _ —
3333333 Emily Huang VISA hl11222233334444 Jan 2007 | 321
j 500 ■ ■ Arpfe?
222222 ... Aling Huang VISA [1111222233334444. Jan 2007 { 321 '94.5
222222 Jason Peng VISA 11111222233334444 Jan 2007 J 321 94.5 : i: ■ ihiS’ijk'
222222 " Pad............. 'VISA ‘1111222233334444 Jan 2007 t 321 ■ [ 100 ‘
nym Il1 /VISA jl 1W2723333W4 .....Jnrr?0(l7. ....£ ■
SHE
J
Figure 41. Payment Process Windows Application and




3.1 System Design and Implementation
CELORS-C# is an online based ASP.NET application. The 
whole application is basically built by ASP.NET web pages. 
The ASP.NET web page is also called a web form. In each 
ASP.NET web form, it contains interface, controls, and 
functions.
Controls are components that can be dragged and pasted 
to a web form in Visual Studio. Then programmers can add 
properties, methods, and event handlers to each control. 
After controls are added to a web form, both HTML code and 
controls can be seen by the user through a web browser. 
Once the user uses a control, server side methods of the 
control will be executed. Therefore, a control is like a 
object that connects client side web browsing and server 
side data processing.
An ASP.NET web form has an extension name ".aspx". For 
each ASP.NET web form in CELORS-C#, there is a file that 
has the same file name of the web form but with an 
extension name ".cs". It is called a C# file which can have 
methods that run on the server side. Those C# files are 
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separated from their own web forms, which is a technique 
known as code-behind. The purpose of code-behind is to 
build web applications with a concept of separating a web 
page interface from its functionalities. For example, a 
group of people are working on an ASP.NET web application 
project. A web designer can focus on the web interface 
design without worrying about functionalities of each 
control. The web application programmer can work on each 
control's functionalities without thinking about the web 
page graphic design. In my case of one programmer, code- 
behind helps me to separate web designing and C# coding in 
an easy way.
There is the concept of three layers architecture in 
each CELORS-C# web page. The three layers are: data layer, 
business logic layer, and presentation layer. The data 
layer is basically to obtain raw data from the database. 
The business logic layer turns that data into information 
that makes sense to the business people, which in our case 
are CEL staff. The presentation layer will present the data 
from the business logic layer to the end users at web page.
Let's talk about the implementation of the three layers 
in CELORS-C#. For the data layer, we connect to a database 
and get raw data from the database in three steps. First, 
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we build a database connection. Second, create an SQL query. 
Third, use the SQL query to obtain data from database and 
save the data into an SQL data adapter for later use in the 
business logic layer.
Once we have the raw data from the data layer, we can 
proceed to the business layer. Here are the steps to 
implement data for the business logic layer. First, we turn 
CEL requirements into methods and define what data needs to 
be shown in each web page. Second, we create a Data Set 
which is a container that provides data table manipulation. 
Then we use the "Fill" function to fill the Data Set with 
data from the SQL Data Adapter. After the Data Set receives 
data, use Data Set as a data table for user to gather 
useful information for the business logic.
After the data from the database turns into useful 
information in the business logic layer, we can go to the 
next layer, which is the presentation layer. First, we 
create a Data Grid in the web form, which is a control that 
shows a data table in a web page. Then we specify a data 
source for the Data Grid. The data source will be the Data 
set we create in the business logic layer. The last step is 
to use the Data Grid's DataBind function to bind the Data 
source to the Data Grid. Once the Data Grid receives data 
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from data set, the user will see a data table listed in the 
web page. This completes the presentation layer.
CELORS-C# can be divided into four modules. Each module 
contains methods for different types of users. Those 
modules are: Admin module, Staff module, Student module, 
and Payment module. As we discussed in the previous section, 
the modules are built using web forms. Therefore, to 
understand the design and implementation of CELORS-C# 
modules, we will need to go through each web form. In the 
following sections, I'll talk about how each module is 
designed and implemented.
3.2 Admin Module Design and Implementation
There are only two web forms in the Admin module: login 
and admin main web form. The Login web form has only one 
purpose, which is checking the user's identity. In the 
login web form, there is a textbox for user name, a textbox 
for password, and a login button. After user name and 
password are entered and the login button is pressed, the 
user name from the user name textbox will be used as a 
search key that will return a user password from the admin 
table at database. If the user's inputted password matches 
the password from database, the user will be redirected to 
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the admin_main.aspx page with a valid session. In addition, 
the user will not able to browse admin_main.aspx directly 
without a valid session. If either user name or password is 
not correct, a validation error will occur. For all 
validation error details, please check Chapter Four.
In order to understand the detail design of CELORS-C#, 
page flow diagrams will be used in the following sections. 
The page flow diagrams show the functionalities of a web 
page and the relationship between pages. Table 2 is the 
"Page Flow Diagram Keys Table". Use this table as a 
reference for each key item in the page flow diagram.
Table 2. Page Flow Diagram Keys
Name A section on a page called Name
[Button], Button control
Control: Input a value to a Control.
...........> An action that will occur after a 
control is executed.
<Da.ta> A data show on a web page which data 
is from database.
Control: <Info> A control with an initial input value
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which initial input value is from DB.
Figure 42 is the page flow diagram for the admin staff 
pages. In the page, there are four functions in this page, 
they are: search a staff, add a new staff, update staff 
information, and delete a staff record. Since all functions 
in admin page are written in one page, this page does not 












Add staff record to DB





Last Name: _ __
List All;___
[Search] ----- --------> Display search result
Staff Update
First Name:__<First Name>_




Confirm PW:_ ^Confirm PW>
Position:__<Position>__
[Update]------------------------
Enable Staff Update 
section


















Figure 42. Admin Main Page Work Flow
3.3 Staff Module Design and Implementation
There are twelve ASP.NET pages in the staff module.
They are: create_quarter.aspx, create_category.aspx, 
create_topic.aspx, create_course.aspx, view_category.aspx 
view_course.aspx, set_quarter.aspx, discount_coupon.aspx,
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parking.aspx, download_payment.aspx, edit_profile.aspx, and 
logout.aspx. We will discuss each one of them in the 
following sections.
3.3.1 Create Quarter Page
As we can see in Figure 43, the create quarter page
will create a quarter by selecting a quarter in a drop down 
list and entering a year in a textbox. If the input quarter 
and year doesn't match any existing record in the database, 
then a new quarter will be created and a new quarter ID 
will be issued to the new quarter. Another way to create a 
new quarter is to clone an existing quarter from the 













Create a new quarter at DB.
Clone an existing quarter from 
DB then save it as a new 
quarter.
Figure 43. Create Quarter Page Work Flow
3.3.2 Create Category Page
The create category page is very similar to the create 
quarter page. The page will list all created quarters from 
database to a drop down list for the user to choose. After 
the user inputs the quarter and a category name, the system 
will add this category into the database and provide a 
category ID for this category. Figure 44 is the work, flow 







Insert category data into DB 
then bring user back to 
Create Quarter Page
Figure 44. Create Category Page Work Flow
3.3.3 Create Topic Page
As described in the previous section, all available 
quarters will be listed in the drop down list. After the 
user selects a quarter, the drop down list will 
automatically post back the selected quarter ID to the 
system. Then a category drop down list will be filled with 
the available categories from database for the user to 
select. After the user inputs quarter, category, and topic 
name, the system will add the topic to the database and 
associate it with the selected quarter and category. The 
system also assigns this topic with a unique ID. Figure 45 








Insert topic data Into DB 
then bring user back to 
Create Topic Page
Figure 45. Create Topic Page Work Flow
3.'3.4 Create Course Page
The create course page has similar functionality to the 
create topic page. All exiting quarters, categories, and 
topics information will be listed in drop down lists in the 
create course page. The rest of the required inputs are 
controlled by textboxes and a calendar controller. The 
calendar controller is used to help the staff user to input 
dates in an efficient way. First, select a radio button 
from following dates: Course Start Date, Course End Date, 
or Registration Due Date. Then click a valid date from the 
calendar control. After that, system will automatically 
input the selected date values to the required date textbox. 
After a course is created, the course will be associated 
with the selected quarter, category, and topic. Each
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submitted course will have a unique course ID. Figure 46 is 






















insert course data into DB 
"►then return to Create Course
Page
'^Clean course data from form
then return to Create Course 
Page
Figure 46. Create Course Page Work Flow
3.3.5 View Category Page
The view category page is actually a search/view/edit 
for Quarter/Category/Topic page. It provides search 
functions for quarters, categories, and topics without 
typing in any search keyword. All available quarters, 
categories, and topics are listed in an individual drop 
down list. If no result shows in the category drop down 
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list, it means no record of category in the database is 
related to the selected quarter. The "Edit" button next to 
each drop down list provides function of name changing. 
Only the selected quarter, category, or topic name will be 
changed, and the unique ID will not be replaced in order to 
maintain the integrity of the relationships between each 
record in the database. Figure 47 is the work flow diagram 
of view category page.
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Edit Quarter, Category, and 
Topic Page (1/2)
Edit Quarter, Category, and 
Topic Page (2/2)
Create Topic F” **" •“ ► Edit Quarter











Topic: <Tooio 1 I ! 1 r_> Edit CategoryEdit]
1 “p 1 i Category:__<Category>_
Edit Quarter <------ — — — 1

























Update quarter info 
then go back to Edit 
Quarter.
Disregard any change 
then go back to Edit 
Quarter.
Update category info 
then go back to Edit 
Quarter.
Disregard any change 
then go back to Edit 
Category.
Update topic info then 
go back to Edit Quarter.
Disregard any change 
then go back to Edit 
Topic.
|  -------------------- > Delete category
I---------------------- > Delete quarter
Figure 47. Edit Quarter, Category, and 
Topic Page Work Flow
3.3.6 View Course Page
The View Course Page is a page which provides functions
























------> Update course at DB
------* Detele course data 
fromDB.-
Figure 48. Edit Course Page Work Flow
3.3.7 Set Quarter Page
This page serves only one purpose, which is to set the 
selected quarter as the current quarter. Since the quarter 
is the root of the course tree structure, changing the 
current quarter will replace all courses that are shown in 
the student registration pages. Figure 49 is the work flow 




Quarter and Year:____  ,
[Set] ---------------------— Set current quarter
Figure 49. Set Quarter Page Work Flow
3.3.8 Discount and Coupon Page
There are three types of discounts that we discussed in 
a previous chapter. Figures 50 to 53 are diagrams 
representing the work flow for each discount function in 
detail.







[Add]-------------------------------- Insert a new Advertising Discount entry to DB.
Figure 50. Create Advertising Discount Page 
Work Flow
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[Add] Insert a new Membership 
Discount entry to DB.
Figure 51. Create Membership Discount Page 
Work Flow








rA k Insert a new Multi-Course
[Add] — — —* Discount entry to DB.
Figure 52. Create Multi-Course Discount Page 
Work Flow
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Discount and Coupon Search 
Page























Discount Percent: <Percent> 

























Discount Percent: <Percent> 












Course Number: <Course>_ 
[Update]
Figure 53. Discount Coupon Search and
Edit Page Work Flow
3.3.9 Parking Permit Page
Figure 54 is the work flow of the parking permit page.
This page has three functions: create a permit, search a 





















Update specified parking 
permit at DB,
Delete specificed parking 
permit from DB.
Figure 54. Parking Permit Page Work Flow
3.3.10 Payment Page
The payment work flow is shown in Figure 55. Only after 
a valid payment is found in payment result, user can modify 
the payment process status. No credit card information will 














First Name: <First Name* 
Last Name; <Last Name> 
Amount: <Amount>
Submit Date: <Submit Date> 
Process Date: <Process Date* 
Status: <Status>
Quarter ID: <Quarter ID*
[Update]------------------------ Update status to Paid or Declined
Figure 55. Payment Page Work Flow
3.3.11 Edit Staff Profile Page
Figure 56 is the edit staff profile page work flow.
After staff update their user name or password, they will 
still able to access functions until they log out the 
system.
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[Update] x Update new staff profile at 
DB
Figure 56. Staff Profile Page Work Flow
3.3.12 Logout Page
The Logout page is a simple link to delete the staff 
login session ID. Without the session ID, the user can not 
access any staff page.
3.4 Student Module Design and Implementation
In this section, we will discuss the web pages that 
handle the CEL student course registration. It includes the 
design of CELORS-C# home page, the page flow of course 
registration, and implementation of each page.
3.4.1 CELORS-C# Homepage
As we can see in Figure 57, the home page serves as a 
root directory and a welcome page for CELOR-C#. All 
important announcements should be added to this page.
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Figure 57. Student Registration Home Page Work Flow
3.4.2 Course Registration Flow
Figure 58 shows the page flow of course registration 
process after the Checkout button is clicked at Shopping 







Discount & Parking Fee Page
[Process to next step]_________
[Go Back]
l 
-i Process to next step]__ ______
Go Back]
-Input persona! information which 
was required by CEL department. 
-Every invalid input will return an 
error message.
- Request parking permit at this 
page.








[Process to next step] 
[Go Back]
1 [Process to next step] 
[Go Back]
-This page will list user information 
and class information for 
conformation.
-Show list tirtion and fees. 
-Make a payment by credit card
- Payment receipt and registered 
courses information will be listed 
at this page.
- Email copy of payment receipt to 
student.
Figure 58. Student Registration Main Work Flow
3.4.3 Student Topic and Course Page
After a student clicks a topic in the category page, 
the user will be directed to a topic and course page. Since 
the topic is the parent node of courses, all courses with 
foreign keys of the selected topic will be listed in this 
page.
Another function in this page is changing the name "Add 
to Cart" button to "Remove" after clicking the button. It 
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is implemented using sessions. Using sessions to handle the 
course status each time the student clicks the button. If 
the "Add to Cart" button is clicked, the session will 
change the course status to "Remove" and the page will 
refresh after that. During refreshing of the page, the 
course status will affect the name of the button. Therefore, 
the button name will be changed to "Remove" after the page 
refreshing is finished.
The courses listed at topic and course page are from 
the database. During retrieving courses data from database, 
all courses data are saved into a temporary ArrayList. If 
user clicks the "Add to Cart" button, the system will 
retrieve the course data from the ArrayList then save it to 
a "Cart session". This cart session will be used as the 
record for course registration once student clicks the 
"Check out" button. By this design, the system doesn't 
require the user to login first before registering for 
courses. A student selected courses will be transferred 
from the cart session to the database only after student 
successfully finishes course registration. Figure 59 is the 
work flow for the topic and courses page.
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Student Topic and Courses Page
Course Topic





Course Start Date: <Date> 








-> Add course to Shopping Cart Then 
change button name to "Remove"
J
j- ► Go back to Course Category page
- -> Go to Shopping Cart page
Remove course from Shopping Carl
* Then change button name to "Add to 
Cart"
Figure 59. Student Topic and Course Page Work Flow
3.4.4 Shopping Cart Page
In the shopping cart page, all course data in the Cart 
session are listed here. It also shows total units, which 
are stored in the "Unit session", and Fee, which is stored 
in the "Fee session". Each listed course has a "Remove" 
button that has the same functionary of the "Remove" button 
in the topic course page. The only difference is the 
"Remove" button will remove the course from the shopping 
cart session. Since the shopping cart page only reads 
course information from cart session. Therefore, the
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removed course will not be listed after the course's
"Remove" button is clicked. Figure 60 illustrates the 
shopping cart page work flow.
Shopping Cart Page
Shopping Cart













_ Add course to Shopping Cart Then 
| change button name to "Remove"
I
I p ► Go back to Course Category page
^Save course information into session. 
Then go to Student Registration Form 
page.
Figure 60. Shopping Cart Page Work Flow
3.4.5 Student Registration Form Page
The student registration form page is a simple web page 
that saves all user input data into an "Info session".
There are error validations for textboxes that require data 
input on this page. If any required input field is missing, 
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error messages will show next to the required field. Also, 
the user will only be able to go to the next step after all 
required fields are input with valid data. Figure 61 is the 
work flow diagram of student registration form page.

















Date of Birth:_ ___
SSN or Student ID:_____
Attended CSUSB before?____
Attended CEL before?____
Another Name at CSUSB:____
[Next]___________________
[Go Back]----------------------------
Save student information into 
—> session. Then go to Studnet 
| Parking and Discount Page.
- ♦ Go back to Shopping Cart page
Figure 61. Student Registration Form Page
Work Flow
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3.4.6 Student Parking and Discount Page
The membership discount is handled by a discount drop 
down list. The advertising discount requires the user to 
input a coupon code. The coupon code was set in the staff 
discount and coupon pages. The parking ticket has three 
purchase methods. Only one of them can be chosen at same 
time using radio button.
After the user at least chooses one parking permit 
purchase method then the user can click the "Add discount 
and parking fee" button. Right after the button is clicked, 
the system uses data from Fee and Unit session to calculate 
the fee, discount amount, parking fee, and sub total. The 
total fee will be saved to a "Total session". User will see 
fee information, a "Next" button, and a "Go Back" button in 
the page. Figure 62 is the work flow for this page.
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Student Parking and Discount Page
Discount
Membership discount:_ ^discount*_





[Add discount and parking fee]
I
I u-1-------►Total tuition amount
Course Fee: <Fee> 
Discount: <Discount> 




Save total tution amout into session. 
I* Then go to Studnet Payment Page. 
J
. » Go back to Student Registration 
Form page
Figure 62. Student Parking and Discount 
Page Work Flow
3.4.7 Student Payment Page.
This page summarizes student information, selected 
courses, and tuition fee by retrieve data from the Info, 
Cart, and Total session. The credit card payment input 
format simulates a real world online credit card payment 
format. In this system, the card information is not 
automatically verified as in real world. Instead, CELORS-C# 
will encrypt and save the credit card number to the 
database for future use. Detail information of the credit
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card payment encryption is in Section 3.6.1. Figure 63 is








Phone Number: <Phone Number> 
Email: <Email>
Course Information
















Encrypt Credit Card Number. Send
Payment Conformation Emailfhen 
> save Student, Course, and j 
i Payment information from Session 
I to DB. |
I1
_ + Go back to Student Registration
Form page
Figure 63. Student Payment Page Work Flow
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3.4.8 Student Payment Confirmation Page 1
This page will generate all student registered 'courses 
and fee information. It is like a payment receipt. It also 
contains a "Print This Page" link which will simply 'show a 
print dialog to help the user to print the page. Once user 
reaches this page, CELORS-C# also sends out a payment 
receipt via email through an SMTP email server which is 
provided by "mrelay.perfora.net". The work flow diagram of 
student payment confirmation page is shown in figure 64.
Student Payment Confirmation 
Page
Payment Confirmation
Payment Confirmation #: <Number> 





Course Fee: <Fee> 
Parking Fee: <Fee> 
Discount: <Discount> 
Total: <Fee>
[Print This Page]--------------------------- -► Show printing window
Figure 64. Student Course Confirmation Page Work Flow
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3.5 Clone Quarter Method
The quarter we are talking about in this section is not 
just a quarter but also data that related to the quarter. 
It includes courses, topics, and categories that associated 
with the quarter. The purpose of the clone quarter method
I
is to clone an existing quarter and save it as a new 
quarter. By doing so, we will need to find out all Jourses, 
topics, and categories that are associated to a quarter 
first. Then we save the data into quarter, category, | topic, 
i
and course data table with exactly same relationship!, but 
with new IDs. |
Here are the steps to clone a quarter:
Step 1: add a new quarter to quarter table. Then get 
the new quarter ID.
|
Step 2: use SQL command to select all Original category 
IDs from the category table which categories are associated 
to the original quarter. Then save the category IDs to 
Arrayl with IDs in ascending order. |'
Step 3: go to the original Topic table and follow the 
step 2 to save topic IDs and category IDs to Array2. The 
category IDs in the topic table are foreign keys. The 
foreign key is also the only relationship between a topic 
and a category. All topic IDs are saved to Array 2 in 
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ascending order. At the same time we also saved category 
IDs from the topic table to Array 2 in an order, too. It is 
very important to sort data values before cloning, because 
new clone category and Topic IDs will be created by ' 
following not the relationship of data but the order of
Idata input in database. In quarter cloning, relationship of 
data will depend on the input order of a sorted datab 
instead of, using foreign key. |
Step 4: save all category IDs from Array2 (the Sorted 
topic IDs and category IDs) to Array3. Array3 has all 
category IDs that contains relationship of the ascending 
ordered topic IDs. Remember one category ID can appear in 
Array3 more than once because each category ID in the Topic 
table can associate to more than one topic IDs. I
Step 5: follow step 1 and save course IDs, topic IDs, 
and category IDs from original course table to Arrayjk All 
course IDs are saved in ascending order. |
Step 6: use Array4 to save its topic IDs into ArrayS 
and category IDs into ArrayS.
Step 7: this step is where we start using original 
quarter data as new quarter data and insert them into 
quarter, category, topic, and course table to create'a copy 
of original quarter. We insert original category names into
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the category table by following the order of the category 
IDs in Arrayl (original category IDs in ascend order). 
Remember that new category IDs are assigned by SQL not by 
our code. It means the order of category insertion will 
decide what the category ID is. For example, the first 
input category ID will be assigned an ID of 1. The n'ext 
category ID will be assigned an ID of 2. Since ID is[ the 
only way we can associate with other tables, it is vjery 
important that we sort the original copy of the data| ID in 
ascending order to maintain the relationship of its foreign 
keys. |
Step 8: save all category IDs in step 7 into Array7 in 
ascending order.
Step 9: use Array2 (original topic IDs in ascenling 
order), Array3 (original category IDs at topic table I in 
ascending order), and Array7 (new category IDs in ascending 
order) to create new a Topic table. First use Array3 to
find out the insertion order of new category ID at new 
topic table. Then insert original topic name and new 
category ID into new topic table by following the order of 
IDs in Array2 and Array3. Every new topic has a new ID and 
a new category ID as a foreign key. Since the new category 
ID follows the order of input, the relationship between new 
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topics and new categories are the same as the relationship 
between original topics and categories.
Step 10: save all new topic IDs and new category IDs 
from new topic table to Array8. The array8 should have new
I
I topic IDs in ascend order.
Step 11: use ArrayS (original topic IDs from cojurse 
table in ascending order), Array6 (original category IDs 
from course table in ascending order), Array8 (New topic ID 
and New Category ID) and Array4 (original course IDs from 
course table in ascending order) to insert new coursje name, 
new topic IDs, and new category IDs into new course jtable. 
First, we find out the original topic IDs order in Array5, 
so we know the order to input new topic IDs to the cLurse 
table. Then we use Array6 to find out the order to aHd newI 
category IDs to the course table. Finally, we add original 
courses by following the original course IDs order at 
Array4.
By this point, new quarter, cloned categories, cloned 
topics, and cloned courses should be added to quarter, 
category, topic, and course tables. All data should have 
the same relationship as they were in original quarter. 
Each item in the new cloned quarter has a new ID. If any
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new cloned quarter data is changed. It will not affect the 
original quarter data.
Figure 65 to 70 are diagrams that describe the 'clone 
quarter method procedures for each step. '
Step 1 Step 2













with New ID = 
101
Save original Category ID from 














Save original Topic ID and Category 
ID from Topic table to Array 2
Figure 65. Clone Quarter Method Step 1 to 3
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Step 4 Steps
Save Course ID, Topic ID, Category ID from Course 
table to Array 4 I
Figure 66. Clone Quarter Method Step 4 to 5
Step 6 Step 7
Save Topic ID to Array 5 and save
Category ID to Array 6
Figure 67. Clone Quarter Method Step 6 to 7
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Step 8 Step 9
Category Table Array 7 Array 2Q Eis: L3 SE n 55 3 33 sa Z 23 Z2
Category ID NewClD HD CID
1 101 1 1
2 102 2 1
101 J *■ 3 2
102 4 2




Array 3 Array 7 Topic Table
CID New CID TopicID CategorylD
1 101 1 1







2 to find original topic names from Topic table.
names in the order of Array 2 TID order? Insert
to Topic table follow the order of Array 3 CID,


















Save New TID and New CID from Topic 
table to Array 8
Figure 69. Clone Quarter Method Step 10
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Step 11
the orignal Topic Names and order of insertion to Course table. Use Array 6 and Array 8 to find 
the original Category Name and order of Insertion to Course table.
Figure 70. Clone Quarter Method Step 11
3.6 Payment Encryption and Decryption Method
3.6.1 Payment Encryption
Payment encryption prevents people other than CEL staff
I
to see students' credit card numbers.
First we use a 5 digits number key called K to divide 
the credit card number C. After that, we get a reminder R 
(C •% K = R) . Then we use (C - R) / K to get a number, T. 
Here we have T * K + R = C.
Then we replace each digit at R with symbols, for 
example: t = 1, s = 2, a= 3,.... Again, we replace eaclji digit 
at T with different symbols.
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I
After that, we find the number of digits of R ajnd save 
it as D. Since K is a five digits number, D can onl^ be 0 
to 4. Again, we assign a symbol to each one of the cases (0, 
1, 2, 3, and 4).
Finally we combine T + R + D into one string. Now, the 
credit card number is encrypted into a string of symbols. 


























Figure 71. Payment Encryption Example
3.6.2 Payment Decryption
As we discussed in the previous section, the oniy thing 
we need to do to decrypt the payment is reversing the 
process of encryption. I
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i
Here are the steps to decrypt the encrypted data which 
is now a symbolic string to a credit card number. Fjrst, 
find the last symbol at the symbolic string which is in
our case and digitize it with the reverse process in the 
encryption method. The number 4 we get is the number of 
digits of the reminder after credit card number was [divided 
by key k. Second, use the number 4 to separate the symbolic
I string into two strings. First symbolic string will jbe T, 
and the second part of the symbolic string will be FL Using 
the method we used to assign symbols to T and R in the 
encryption and do the opposite way to digitize T and R. 
Finally, use T * K + R to get the original credit card 
















Figure 72. Payment Decryption Example
3.7 Database Design
Table 3 to 18 are data tables I used for this project. 
Each table contains data name, type, and description'.
Table 3. Admin_Login Table





User Name Varchar(50) Admin's userj name
Password Varchar(50) Admin's Password
I
Status Varchar(1) login status!
i
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Table 4. Category Table
FIELD NAME SQL TYPE DESCRIPTION
CID Int(4) primary 
key
Unique ID.
Name Varchar(50) Category name.




Table 5. Topic Table




Name Varchar(50) Topic name
Category ID Int(4) Foreign Key
Category ID
bo




Table 6. Course Table
FIELD NAME SQL TYPE DESCRIPTION1
ID Int(4) primary key Unique ID
Name Varchar(30) Course name j
Number Varchar(10) Course number)
Unit Smallint(2) Course unit
First Date Varchar(10) First day of the 
course (MM/DD/^YYYY)
1
Last Date Varchar(10) Last day of the 
course(MM/DD/YYYY)
Due Date Varchar(10) Last date to |
iregister course
(MM/DD/YYYY) j
Fee Float(8) Course fee |
Category Varchar(30) Course category
Schedule num Varchar(10) Course schedule #
1
Location Varchar(15) Course location
1
Time Varchar(20) Course time 1
1
Instructor Varchar(20) Instructor's name
i




Seats Varchar(3) Number of seats
1 
available |
Description Varchar(200) Course description
Topic_ID Varchar(5) Topic ID of this
course '
1
Course Date Varchar(20) M, Tu, W, Tr,l F,
Sa, and Su |
I
Table 7. Credit Card Table
FIELD NAME SQL TYPE DESCRIPTION
ID int(4) primary key Unique ID. |
Student ID Int(10) Student's ID |
Card num Varchar(16) Encrypted Credit
card number
Card_type Varchar(6) Credit Card t^pe:
Master or Visa
i
Card holder Varchar(50) Card holder's|name
1
Exp Month Varchar(2) Credit card expired
98
month
Exp Year Varchar(4) Credit card expired
year




Table 8. Current_Quarter Table
FIELD NAME SQL TYPE DESCRIPTION
Current Quarter Int (4) Current quarter ID
Table 9. Discount_Advertising Table
FIELD NAME SQL TYPE DESCRIPTION
ID int(4) primary key Unique ID j
Name Varchar(30) Discount name
Code Varchar(7) Discount code
99
PercentD Float(8) Discount percentage
Amount Float (8) Discount amount
Active Tinyint(1) 1 or 0 |
Quarter Varchar(6) Discount quarter 
i
Year Int(4) Discount year(
Table 10. Discount_Membership Table
FIELD NAME SQL TYPE DESCRIPTION
1
ID Int(4) primary key Unique ID 1
Name Varchar(30) Coupon name I
PercentD Float(8) Discount percentage
Amount Float(8) Discount amount i
Active Tinyint(1) 1 or 0 |
Quarter Varchar(6) Coupon quarter
Year Int (4) Coupon year
100
Table 11. Discount_MultiCourse Table
FIELD NAME SQL TYPE DESCRIPTION
ID Int(4) primary key Unique ID j
Name Varchar(30) Discount name
PercentD Float (8) Discount percentage
Amount Discount Discount amount
Quarter Varchar(6) Discount quarter
Year Int (4) Discount year1
1
Activate Tinyint(1) 1 or 0 1
i
Table 12. Discount_MultiCourse_Num Table
FIELD NAME SQL TYPE DESCRIPTION
ID Int(4) primary key Unique ID |
Course ID Int(4) Foreign Key to
Course ID j







Amount Discount Discount amount
Quarter Varchar(6) Discount quarter
Year Int(4) Discount year|
Activate Tinyint(1) 1 or 0 |
Table 13. Parking Table
FIELD NAME SQL TYPE DESCRIPTION
1
ID Int(4) primary key Unique ID !
1
Daily Float (8) Daily parkingl fee
1
Quarter Float (8) Quarter parking fee






Table 14. Payment Table
FIELD NAME SQL TYPE DESCRIPTION1
ID Int(4) primary key Unique ID
Type Varchar(6) Master or Vis^a
Name Varchar(40) Card holder's name
Number Varchar(16) Card number
Month Varchar(2) Card expirati 
month
on




Amount Float(8) Payment amounjt.




Table 15. Payment__Check Table
FIELD NAME SQL TYPE DESCRIPTION
Payment ID Int{4) primary key Unique ID
Staff_ID Int(4) Foreign ID to Sts ff ID
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Table 16. Quarter Table
FIELD NAME SQL TYPE DESCRIPTION
ID Int(4) primary key Unique ID
Quarter Varchar(6) Spring, Summer,
Fall, or Winter
Year Varchar(4) Year of the quarter
BK1 Varchar(50)
Table 17. Staff_Account Table
FIELD NAME SQL TYPE DESCRIPTION
ID Int(4) primary key Unique ID
First Name Varchar{50) Staff's first name
Last_Name Varchar(50) Staff's last name
Email_Name Varchar(50) Staff's email
User_Name Varchar(50) Staff's user name
PW Varchar(50) Staff's Password
104
Director Char(1) If 1, this staff is 
a director
ContainManager Char(1) If 1, this staff is 
a contain manager
Cashier Char(1) If 1, this staff is 
a cashier
Table 18. Student_Register Table
FIELD NAME SQL TYPE DESCRIPTION
ID Int (4) primary key Unique ID
First_Name VarChar(25) First name
Last Name VarChar(25) Last Name
Middle_Initial Varchar(1) Middle name initial
Address Varchar(50) Address





Zip Code Varchar(5) Zip code
Email Varchar(50) Email
Employer Varchar(50) Employer
Day phone Varchar(12) Day time phone #
Evening phone Varchar(12) Evening phone #
DOB Varchar(20) Date of birth
Gender Varchar(6) Male or Female
Student Number Varchar(9) Student number
Other Name Varchar(50} Other Name
Attend Before Varchar(3) Yes or No
Extension Only Varchar(3) Yes or No
PaymentID Int(4) Foreign Key to
Payment ID






For unit testing, I used the default Visual Studio
Debug Tool. It catches bugs during compiling and runtime.
Figure 73 is an example of the code level compiles error 








Ki . - ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------- -------------- - _ I
s 190 string cnB = encryptB (Convert. Tolnt64(num), Convert Tolnt32(key), Convert. Tolnt32(enA)).ToStringQ
191 ._ ________ fe
Jo 2 Brorst: 4 Wamlngs.'jkD 0 Messages I .
■WJ.J-Iw,tTii iLt-.1-.'•• ,^j*u—r.g
H IpDescription , l'' '<
Q 3 The name key’doesnotextstinthearrentcontext 
» ■*
0'4 The name key' does not exist In the current context
// encrypt credit card number 
protected string EncryptNumber(string num, string Key) 
<
//string key ~ GctKeyQ; Error
string cnA= encryp tA (Convert. Tolntf)4 (num), Convert.ToInB2(iSjE)).ToString(k //<=Error
Lf’te ' Line J’ dumn Project 
paymentaspx.es 189 -69 |ittp://S13135245
X 3.offiehdme.us/, 
paymentaspx.es 190 <69 http://s 13135245
3.on£nehomf>.i is/
Figure 73. Error List at Visual Studio 2005
Not only the error we had in the last example will show 
in Visual Studio, but it also shows in the web browser. 
Figure 74 is an example of compilation error shown in the 
web browser. The error report is generated by the .Net 
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framework, and .Net framework uses IIS to show the error 
report in HTML format for the web browser. Therefore, an 
ASP.NET web page will not be able to use unless it has 
successfully compiled in Visual Studio. This means most of 
the code level bugs should be caught during compilation 
before a functional web page can be presented to users.
jyj Co A <©,-•© hfi - Si? * Ei - 1 & Bookmarks* Pop-ps okay I
Server Error in 7’ Application.
Compilation Error
Description: An error occurred during the compilation ot a resource required to service this request. Please review me following specific error details and modify your s







//string, key a GetKeyO:
string enA ■ encryptA(convert.Tolnt64(mini), convert.Toint32(key)).ToStringO;
.String enB m enciryptB(Convert.ToInt64(nu:iO, convert.Tornt32(key), Convert.ToInt32(enA))?ToStr1ngO;
source File: E:fkundemnomepagesf2Z\di3135242SipaymenLaspxcs Line: 169
Figure 74. Compilation Error at Web Browser
One more thing about the code level error handling is 
that .Net Framework also catches errors at run time. Figure 
75 is an example of a run time error report in HTML format 
as rendered by a web browser. There is no bug in the code, 
but the value in the array is empty because the session 
which contains the array value has expired.
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jhttp ://s 131352453, onlinehom e.us/p ay merit. aspx
A & iSR^Horne" 7-
Server Error in ’/’ Application
Object reference not set to an instance of an object.
Description; An unhandtea exception occurred during me execution of the current web request Please review the stack trace for more info







ArrayList aery <# new ArraylistO;
arry = (ArrayList) Session ["Info"!;:
Lname.Text arry[OJ .ToStrihgO .* ” " ■+• arry[l] .'ToStringQ 4- arry[2J .ToStringO;
Laddress.Text ™ arry[3] .ToStringQ 4. arry[4j .ToStringO;
Lcity.Text = ar ry £5].ToSt ri ng O;
Source FUe: E:\kundenihoniepagest22iai31352426ipayment.aspx.es Line: 141
Figure 75. Run Time Error at Web Page
4.2 Input Validation
For each input fields, I set validations to verify each 
input values for data integrity purposes. Figure 76 is an 
example of input validation. As we can see, if both the 
User Name textbox and the Password textbox are empty, the 
input validation will appear right after the login button 
is clicked. This prevents users to go to the next step with 
an invalid input. An incorrect input value may be harmful 





Please Enter User Name
Please Enter Password
| Login |
Figure 76. Example of Input Validation
4.3 Functional Testing
For web page functional testing, I used an automated 
testing tool called Quick Test Professional 8.2(QTP). 
Functions in each page were tested over and over with 
different sets of input data. Figure 77 is an example of a 
QTP test result for the admin page.
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Untitled Test Results Summary
Test: UntitlBdTest
Results name: Red
Time Zone: Pacific Standard Time
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5.1 Software Installation and Configuration
CELORS-C# can be modified and maintained by using 
following tools: Windows XP operating system, Internet 
Information Service, .Net Framework 2.0, Visual Studio 
2005, and MS-SQL database. Although I use landl.com as my 
website host, CELORS-C# should not have a problem when it 
is installed in a local machine. Make sure the following 
hardware and software environment requirements are met:
Hardware: Pentium 500 MHz CPU, 1GB RAM, 10GB hard 
drive, and internet connection.
Software: Windows XP, IIS, MS-SQL server 2003, Visual 
Studio 2005, .Net Framework 2.0, Internet Explorer 6.0(or 
above).
The following sections provide general notes of how to 
install CELORS-C# required software in a local machine and 
how to configure CELORS-C# in a landl.com web server.
5.1.1 Windows XP
In order to run Visual Studio 2005 smoothly, I suggest 
user to install a Windows XP operating system first. If a 
user wants to run CELORS-C# on a local machine, Windows 
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professional edition is recommended. To install a Windows 
XP, user should boot up a PC then insert the Windows XP CD 
to CDROM. Make sure boot up sequence is set to CDROM as 
first boot device at BIOS. Then follow Windows XP setup 
instructions.
5.1.2 Internet Information Service
If user wants to run IIS on a local machine, do the 
following. After Windows XP Professional is installed, 
login as an admin then go to "Start" > "Run". Type in 
"Control Panel" and then press enter. After the control 
panel window shows up, go to "Add or Remove Programs" > 
"Add/Remove Windows Components". Select "Internet 
Information Services" then click next. Also, make sure the 
SMTP mail server is selected. Follow the installation 
instructions then IIS should be setup properly.
5.1.3 .Net Framework
There are two ways to install the .Net Framework. One 
is to go to the Microsoft website software download page at 
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads and search for The 
Microsoft .NET Framework version 2.0 (x86) redistributable 
package. It is free software to use. Another way to install 
.NET Framework is using Visual Studio 2005 CD. Once a user 
inserts the Visual Studio 2005 CD, Windows will show an 
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option that allows the user to install .NET Framework 2.0 
to his/her PC. After .NET Framework 2.0 is installed, run 
Windows Update. In Windows Update selection, there is a 
.NET Framework 2.0 service pack 2. Download and install the 
service pack then your .NET Framework should be fully 
functional after the machine is rebooted.
5.1.4 Visual Studio 2005
Visual Studio 2005 is a powerful IDE for writing C#.NET 
web pages. I strongly recommend using this tool to edit 
C#.NET web pages. To install it, user will have to insert 
the CD into his/her local machine's CD-ROM. Then follow the 
installation instructions. Make sure .NET Frame work 2.0 is 
installed properly before installing Visual Studio 2005.
5.1.5 MS-SQL Database
Since CELORS-C# MS-SQL database server is host by 
landl.com, the MS-SQL database installation will not be 
discussed here. For further information, please go 
Microsoft.com and search for MS-SQL installation.
5.2 Help File
Basically, this document contains all the information 
of know to use and maintain CELORS-C#. Also, this document 
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can be uploaded to the CELORS-C# website as an online help 
file.
5.3 Deployment
All CELORS-C# source code files will be added to a CD, 
and the CD will be available in the computer science 
department. To install CELORS-C#, a user will have to copy 
all files from the CD to the root directory of the IIS 
server. After all files are copied, open the CELORS-C# 
project in Visual Studio 2005, then build the whole project. 
After the build is successfully completed, user will need 
to set up the CELORS-C# database.
To create tables for database, one will have to go to 
Section 3.7 Database Design and Implementation to find the 
table structure information first. Next, the user will 
login to landl.com and find a "MS SQL Administration" link 
under "web space and access" category. After the user 
clicks the link, a web application called "myLittleAdmin" 
will appear in a new browser. MyLittleAdmin provides user 
an interface of MS-SQL database. Then user can easily 
create tables for CELORS-C# using the interface of 
MyLittleAdmin. The CELORS-C# database can also be created 




Only thing in CELORS-C# that needs to be maintained is 
the MS-SQL database. If CELORS-C# database is out of space, 
user will have to backup database data first. Then delete 
saved data from database to make space for new data. The 
backup database file function is provided at landl.com MS 
SQL Administration section.
For maintaining CELORS-C# interface, a user can open 
the CELORS-C# aspx page files and change the design of each 
page by using Visual Studio 2005. As long as controls 
and .CS files are not changed, functionality of CELORS-C# 
will not be affected.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION
6.1 Benefits
After several test runs, CELORS-C# successfully met the 
target of CEL online registration work flow. CELORS-C# is 
ready for further testing in a real world environment.
In CELORS-C#, cloning an existing quarter is a time 
saver for CEL staff. Since some courses are repeated each 
quarter, copying an existing quarter course data to a new 
course schedule will save staff time from inputting 
duplicate course data.
CELORS-C# divides CEL staff into three different types 
of user; therefore, the CEL registration work can be shared 
by more than one staff at CEL. The CEL manager can still 
have the whole control of the system since he/she is the 
super user in this system. The benefit of this method is 
that CEL only needs to hire one full-time employee to 
maintain the online registration system when there are not 
many registration requests and payment transactions. If the 
workload becomes too heavy, CEL manager can hire a part- 
time employee to maintain course content information. Also, 
hire another employee to process credit card payments.
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The validation system in CELORS-C# prevents both staff 
and student users from making invalid inputs. Error 
messages are shown in either on top of a page or next to an 
input box. This will help staff to avoid junk information 
to be input to database.
One more benefit of CELORS-C# is this system can be 
used as a teaching material for students to learn C#.NET 
language. By reading this documentation and source code, 
students can have a basic idea of how to create a C# based' 
online registration system.
6.2 Future Work
There are several things in CELORS-C# that can be 
improved in next version. First of all, adding a Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol to this system will be the 
first thing to do. To prevent important data such as credit 
card information from leaking out, SSL will be a good 
choice to add to the project. After SSL is set, it will be 
a good idea to integrate an online payment service with 
CELORS-C#. The service could be a "Paypal" or "Google 
Checkout" type of online payment system.
Next, it will be a good practice to write a Windows 
application for the whole staff-side registration system.
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By doing so, it will save staff's time from waiting web 
page refreshing, submitting, and requesting. However, I 
strongly suggest to have both web based and windows 
application based registration systems. It is because 
Windows application can only be run on Windows based 
machine and can only access data on a server-side machine.
Finally, I will continue working on C# based online 
registration system. I believe it is a good practice to 
learn both business and programming concept in one project.
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